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Presentation Overview

• Background/History
• Purpose
• Our Work 
• Impact 
• What’s Next 



Background

On September 23, 2020, the City Council voted to create the 
Office of Data Analytics and Business Intelligence to: 

• Gain analytical access to the city’s data.
• Enhance data driven decision making throughout the 

organization.
• Improve service delivery through understanding our 

operational data better.
• Use data to support the city’s equity efforts.
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Background

Key Goals
• Develop and lead a Data Governance Initiative that ensures sensitive 

data is protected and that data that can be shared is easily accessible to 
the public. 

• Enhance Data Accessibility so that city staff and the public can have 
access to the resources they need to gain insight. 

• Build and grow a Team that can complete complex, high quality, insightful 
data analytics products. 

• Cultivate a Data Culture in the city to enable all to speak, understand and 
access data. 

• Research, design, execute and publish high impact Data Projects. 
• Support Mission Critical Operations and Emergency Response. 
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Purpose

• The purpose of this presentation is to provide an update on 
what Data Analytics and Business Intelligence has 
accomplished in the last 18 months, the impact our work has 
had and what’s next. 
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In the past 18 months:
• Created and built out an entirely new department.
• Built, hired and trained a team of 30 data analysts.
• Rebuilt the open data portal and established new data quality 

standards.
• Increased our public facing data assets to 1500+.
• Established and implemented Data Governance for the City of 

Dallas.

Our Work
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In the past 18 months:
• Built a Data Literacy training program which has educated 129 

staff members in data analytics.
• Increased the active data analysis software licenses in the city 

from 300 to over 700.
• Delivered over 50 high impact data projects. 
• Our data products have over 58 million views online.
• Realized cost savings of over $15 -$20 million.

Our Work
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Our Work 

Develop and lead a Data Governance Initiative that ensures 
sensitive data is protected and that data that can be shared is 
easily accessible to the public. 

• Established and implemented Data Governance for the City 
of Dallas.
oData Governance Committee
oData Governance Working Groups
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Enhance Data Accessibility so that city staff and the public 
can have access to the resources they need to gain insight. 

• Rebuilt the open data portal and established new data 
quality standards.

• Increased our public facing data assets to 1500+.
• Adopted enterprise Data Visualization software. 

oStood up two new Tableau servers: Internal and 
External.

• Data Cataloguing efforts in partnership with ITS
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Our Work 



Cultivate a Data Culture in the city to enable all to speak, 
understand and access data. 

• Data Academy - Many departments want to be data 
driven, but do not know how. Over 130 City staff have 
gained skills in data analysis and storytelling resulting in 
operational improvements and a more effective use of 
data at the department level.
oExample: PID Dashboard

• Assist with Hiring and onboarding City wide Data staff
• Support Communities of Practice
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Our Work 



Research, design, execute and publish high impact Data 
Projects.

• Over 50 Major Projects
• 96% of Products have Equity Elements
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Our Work



DPD Crime Analytics Dashboard - Provides one place 
where most crime data, including sensitive data, is displayed 
in near real time. The dashboard increases transparency, 
builds community trust, and empowers City leaders to 
strategically deploy resources.
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Employee Diversity Dashboard - The dashboard 
underscores the City’s equity efforts and uses disaggregated 
data to show its diverse workforce while providing tools to City 
staff on attracting future employees to work
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Women Employees at the City of Dallas – During Women’s 
History Month, published the first dashboard of its kind. City of 
Dallas women employees come from diverse racial and ethnic 
background, represent 47 different countries of origin and 
span over 5 generations. About three-quarters of women 
employees in the City of Dallas are women of color, both as 
individual contributors and as managers and leaders. Women 
employees, with their multifaceted views, support excellence 
in public service and play a vital role in the operation of the 
City
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Dallas Census Data Hub Site - The site uses the decennial 
Census Data Summary Files released by the U.S. Census 
Bureau to provide residents with simple and usable Dallas-
centric Census data, including population and housing unit 
comparison for the Dallas region.
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Public Art Map – Created an interactive map to help Dallas 
residents explore the art and culture on display throughout the 
City. The map was launched in partnership with the Office of 
Art and Culture during Arts Month.
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Dallas Fire and Rescue Dashboard – Created an interactive 
dashboard to provide insight into DFR’s day-to-day 
operations. Fire incidents can also be viewed by City Council 
Districts and ZIP codes. The dashboard provides an 
interactive, mobile-friendly way to access and review key DFR 
metrics including incident, inspections, response times, and 
budget & staffing.
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Former Blue Star Recycling Cleanup – This story map 
provided transparency and daily measures of air quality on the 
cleanup of an environmental hazard in an underserved 
neighborhood.
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Our Work – Data Projects
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Our Work – White Papers

DBI also produces white papers, which explore the data aspect of a policy 
issue and utilize statistical models to help produce findings which can guide 
policy decisions for City leaders. 



Breathe Easy Air Monitor Site Suitability 
Analysis -
This analysis was a location based, weighted 
analysis that ranked and scored air monitor 
locations based on the impact of criteria like air 
pollution, proximity to landfills, brownfields, 
land, air and water toxic releases. To ensure 
equitable placement of these monitors we also 
included socio- economic and demographic 
data overlays.
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Our Work – Data Projects



Support Mission Critical Operations and Emergency Response.

• DBI provides mission critical support to 311 and 911 –

oThe Fire and Police Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) relies upon 
GIS Data for address validation and emergency service dispatching. 
Supported approximately 569,836 911 calls since January 2022.

• 4 million requests made to the GIS address locator a month.
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Our Work – Support Mission Critical Operations



The Department of Transportation has applied for $23.5M 
in HSIP grants because of collaborative work between DBI 
and the Transportation Department. DBI’s data analysis 
showed where most fatal and severe injuries occur so Dallas 
can improve the street infrastructure. 
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Our Work – Support Mission Critical Operations



DBI built the operational dashboard which monitored the 
City’s vaccine distribution in near-real time - Without this 
dashboard, DFR would not be able to ensure that they used 
the whole allotment of vaccines and ensured those vaccines 
went to residents identified as most in need by the PCCI 
Vulnerability index by underserved zip codes.
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Our Work – Emergency Response 
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February 2021- Freeze, water distribution dashboard
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Our Work – Emergency Response 



Impact
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More Data is available than ever before.

• Rebuilt the open data portal and established new data 
quality standards.

• Increased our public facing data assets from 800 to 1500+.
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More people are using data and using data properly.

• Built a Data Literacy training program which has educated 
over 120 staff members in data analytics.

• Increased the active data analysis software licenses in the 
city from 300 to over 700.

Impact
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People are engaging with our work

• Over 58 million views online.

Impact
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Our work is saving taxpayer dollars.

• Realized cost savings of over $15 -$20 million.

Impact



18 Months of DBI Impact Sanpshot

Founded in October 
2020 Served 32 Departments

Office of Data Analytics and Business Intelligence June 2022

500K+ Users
(Including 100K+ New Users)

96% Projects 
Contain Equity Element 

$15 - $20 
Million Saved58+ Million Views

1500 Published Assets
(600+ in last 18 months)

129 Data Academy 
Graduates

52 Major Projects



Data Strategy
• Access to critical data source systems

oPublic Safety
oWorkday, Neo Gov
o311 Salesforce
oAMS

Data Governance 
• The process of securing, organizing and managing data 

so that it is an asset.

What’s next 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Data StrategyAccess to critical data source systemsPublic SafetyWorkday, Neo GovAMSData Governance The process of securing, organizing and managing data so that it is an asset.Department directors and data staff citywide drive data governance.



Projects Underway
• Anomalous Transactions 
• Domestic Violence 
• Racial Equity Plan
• Next Gen 911 
• Site Suitability Analyses

What’s next 



Thank you to the incredible DBI Team for their work to make all of this 
happen.

Jacob Allen Zemenu Ambelu Anamika Anand
Malini Banerjee Timothy Brown Alejandro Calderon
Andrew Davis David Denham Mussie Ghebreselassie
Jocelyn Guerrero Lemus Timothy Jeffcoat Joseph Kheir
Marissa Garza Turquoise McCain Tomeka Morrison
Heather Murphy Aysia Muzquiz Marqel Perez 
Jennifer Reed Michael Saverine Nicola Talley
Miguel Velez Charles Vuchiteh Maya Williams 

Thank you to our leaders for their support. 

T.C. Broadnax   Elizabeth Reich 

Thank you
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